deleterious because it may cause brain injury such as contusion, infarction, edema and so on 7) −10) . In order to establish a serviceable brain surgery simulation, a function to warn neurosurgeons about potential brain retraction injury should be incorporated in the simulation. The brain retraction injury is caused by the pressure of the retractors and its duration 7) . Therefore, an accurate presentation of stress distribution in brain tissues is required.
Several previous studies have reported the mechanical characteristic of the brain（human 11) , swine 12) , bovine 13) ).
These studies described a phenomenon called stress relaxation, that is generally seen in brain retraction. Stress relaxation is usually described by viscoelasticity using the generalized Maxwell model 14) , which comprises a spring and N sets of the Maxwell model（Fig. 1).
Several earlier studies have reported the analysis results of brain tissue obtained with the generalized Maxwell model 12),13), 15) . Most of them did not consider an inertial term. In a surgical simulation, surgical cuts and dissection must be simulated. However, when a brain finite element （FE）model is cut, isolated elements or structurally unstable elements are easily generated and such elements make the stiffness matrix singular. The displacement of nodes is generally calculated by inversion of the stiffness matrix, and hence if the stiffness matrix becomes singular, the computation of the displacement of nodes becomes unstable. However, by considering an inertial term, the computation is always feasible. Therefore, the inertial term should be included. Moreover, in most earlier studies, the mechanical characteristics of the brain were tested with a part of the brain. However, such tests cannot correctly measure the stress generation, which depends on the structure of the entire brain. The finite element method（FEM）is used as a numerical analysis technique for three-dimensional generalized Maxwell model. In a one-dimensional model, the stress s at time t of the generalized Maxwell model is given by
where
s is the starting time and e is the strain. ti is called the relaxation time. Splitting s（t）into an elastic term and a viscoelastic term,（1）becomes
When the strain e is constant, lim （4）is discretized and extended to the three-dimensional model as follows：
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ri＝Ei／E0.
In FEM, the elastic term
of an element is calculated by
where B is a constant matrix defined by the shape functions, D is a symmetric material stiffness matrix, and u is the displacement vector of the nodes. The subscript�e� denotes that the matrix or vector is of an element.
Substituting（9）into（5）and（6), the stress vector is
given by
The force vector f is formulated as
Ke＝ @ Ve
A all e＝1 is a finite element assembly operator, and Ve is the volume of the element.
A numerical model of viscoelasticity with an inertial term
The FEM implementation of the generalized Maxwell model was formulated as（12) 16 ), 17) . Equation（12）does not include an inertial term. As mentioned in Introduction, the inertial term makes the computation always feasible.
Therefore, a viscoelastic model with an inertial term is proposed as follows：
where M is the mass matrix and ü is the acceleration vector of the nodes. It is assumed that the masses are lumped at the nodes, and hence M becomes diagonal. The ith diagonal block matrix Mi is miI3, where mi is the lumped mass of node i and I3（∈ R
3×3
）is an identity matrix.
ü is updated by the constant average acceleration method 18) , which is an implicit method that guarantees unconditional stability in numerical computation. The update rule is as follows：
In this study, the nodes that contact with surgical called free nodes（ �•�in Fig. 2 ). In（20), the unknowns of contact nodes and free nodes are different. For contact nodes, the displacement vectors are known, whereas the force vectors are unknown. In contrast, for free nodes, the force vectors are 0, whereas the displacement vectors are unknown. Therefore, the force and displacement for contact nodes and free nodes are calculated separately, and （20）is divided as follows：
where the subscript�c�denotes the contact node related terms, and the subscript�f�denotes the free node related terms.
Because the contact nodes move with the surgical instrument operated by a surgeon, u 
The reaction force of an area is calculated by the sum of the forces of the nodes in the area：
where Nc is the number of nodes in the area.
The displacement vector u 
3．Retraction Experiments at Longitudinal Fissure of Cerebrum
In order to use a brain that is as close to the living state as possible, porcine heads were collected from a local slaughterhouse on the morning of the experiment day.
Whole brain tissues except the dura mater were enucleated from the heads. Brains were stored in saline at room temperature.
The experimental system is shown in . experiment, only 0 to 27.95 s of 1 mm／s data and 12 s of 10 mm／s data were used in the calculation of averages. As shown in Fig. 7 , the strain rate dependency is reflected.
4．Retraction Simulation

Simulation scenario
The sequences of the retraction experiments were reproduced as faithfully as possible in the simulations with the following settings.
Simulation model
Saikali constructed a digital atlas 19) of a porcine brain from MRI images, which were taken from a six-month- 
Contact nodes
In the experiments, two spatulas were inserted into the are assumed to be fixed nodes.
Forced displacement of contact nodes
In the experiments, Spatula2 and the stage were moved, while Spatula1 was fixed（see Fig. 3 ). Hence, in the simulations, the nodes that contacted with virtual Spatula1 were fixed（u＝0), and the number of those nodes was counted as Nc in（26）to calculate the reaction force. The nodes that contacted with the virtual Spatula2 or the virtual stage were moved in the same way as in the experiments.
The final displacement of the movement was 20 mm, and the retraction velocities were 1 mm／s and 10 mm／s.
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Parameter identification for the proposed model 4.2.1 Curve fitting to force relaxation results
Let fsp1 be the retraction force generated at Spatula1
along the x-axis. The stress relaxation region of the experimental force-time curves are fitted using fittype（） of MATLAB® . The equation of curve fitting is set as
An example of fitting assuming N＝2 to the average force with a retraction velocity of 10 mm／s is plotted in 
Identification of E0
First, E0 was identified. In the stationary condition, ü ＝ 0, u ＝0 the force generated at the contact nodes is calculated from（23）as fc＝Kreuc（Kre＝Kcc−KcfK 
The force fsp1 that is generated at Spatula1 along the xaxis is given by
where g T sp1 is a row vector that transforms fc into the force fsp1. Therefore, fsp1（Ē 0, t＝∞）is given as follows：
where Ē 0 is a guessed value of E0.
Because fsp1（E0, t＝∞)＝a, the following relationship
E0 can be identified by
where fsp1（Ē 0, t＝ ∞）is obtained from the simulation result with a guess value Ē 0 and Ei＝0, ti＝0.
Identification of Ei and zi
The The identified parameters are listed in Table 1 . In Table   1 ,�Ⅰ�shows the averages of parameters identified for 
Simulation results
Sequences of the simulation with a retraction velocity of 10 mm／s using the parameters of�Ⅱ�in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 11 . Retraction simulations were conducted using the parameters listed as�Ⅰ,� �Ⅱ,�and�Ⅲ�in fsp1 given by the simulations are plotted in Fig. 12 .
Simulations with a different retraction velocity（1 mm／ s）were also performed using the parameters listed in Table 1 , which were identified using experimental results with a retraction velocity of 10 mm／s. The results are plotted in Fig. 13 .
In 21), the parameters were identified by tensile tests using cylindrically clipped porcine brain specimens, the diameters of which were 5±1 mm and the heights of which were 10±1 mm. The cylindrical specimens were stretched with a constant strain rate of 0.1 strain／s until the strain reached 0.1, after which the length was held constant. The identified parameters are also listed in Table   1�Ⅲ�for comparison. As shown in Table 1 , the parameters identified in 21） （simulation result（Ⅲ） ）are completely different from the parameters identified by the brain retraction experiments in this paper. As plotted in Fig. 12 and 13, simulations with the parameters identified in 21）could not reproduce the brain retraction experiments sufficiently well. It is considered that the cylindrical specimens used in 21）were exposed, whereas the whole brains used in this paper were covered by pia mater, and hence the whole brains were stiffer than the exposed brain parenchymas.
5．Discussion
Accuracy of simulation results
The normalized mean square error（NMSE）is used as an index of similarity between two datasets. In order to numerically evaluate the similarity between the simulation results and the experimental data, NMSEs were calculated.
The smaller the NMSE, the higher the degree of similarity.
The NMSE between the simulation and experimental results can be calculated as follows
where fsp1,exp is the force history of the experimental data, Table 2 . The
NMSEs between the average of experimental results（Fig.
7）and simulation results（Ⅰ)-(Ⅳ）are listed in Table   3 .
The NMSEs between the experimental results and the simulation results with parameter set（Ⅲ） （parameters identified in 21） ）are apparently larger than those from other simulation results. The possible reason was discussed in Section 4.3. There are no significant differences between NMSEs with parameter set（Ⅰ）and those with （Ⅱ). It appears that the results with parameter set（Ⅱ） are slightly better than those with（Ⅰ).
The NMSEs between the average of the experimental results（Fig. 7）and each experimental result are listed in Table 4 . The NMSEs listed in Table 4 
Number of elements of generalized Maxwell model
In Table 1（Ⅳ ).
Simulation results with a retraction velocity of 10 mm／s using the three-element and five-element generalized Table 2 NMSE（Ⅳ). As seen in Table 2 , there are no significant differences between NMSE（Ⅱ）and（Ⅳ).
The conclusion is that the number of the generalized Maxwell model elements does not significantly affect the accuracy of the brain retraction simulation.
Computational time of simulation
There are 5,212 nodes and 25,102 tetrahedral elements in the brain model. Numerical calculation is performed on a workstation KRONOS S810R（CIARA Inc., Intel Core i7 3960X, 6 cores, 3.3 GHz). A GPU（NVIDIA®Quadro 4000, 256 CUDA cores）was used to solve uf in（24）by using the conjugate gradient（CG）method instead of matrix inversion.
The mean computational time of the simulation is 598
ms／loop. The computational time should be reduced for real-time simulation.
Clinical outcome
As shown in Fig. 12 and 13 , although the parameters were identified with the experimental data of 10 mm／s, the experimental data of 1 mm／s were well reproduced by the simulation（see Table 2 ). This proves the usefulness of the proposed model for brain retraction. The stress-time data of the brain retraction can be collected within the neurosurgeries 11) . The parameters of the human brain can be identified. Therefore, the proposed model can be used in the neurosurgery simulations. The safety range of the retraction stress is reported in 11), 22). The simulation can evaluate whether the stress conditions are safe or not.
It is expected that the brain retraction simulator will be applied to intraoperative estimation of retraction stress in future to generate excessive stress alerts.
6．Conclusion
In this paper, brain retraction experiments with two retraction velocities were conducted using porcine brains. 
